
CHEMISTRY FORMULA WRITING AND NAMING

While there are many thousands of different chemical compounds there is a very definite system of nomenclature
whereby we can name or write chemical.

The symbol for sodium is Na. The charge on chlorine is  The chemical formula for sodium chloride is NaCl.
For example, many fluoride rinses list stannous fluoride as an ingredient. Thus there are 2 N atoms in the
chemical formula. Weak bases made of ionic compounds are also named using the ionic naming system. This
system is still used, although it has been officially supplanted by the more precise, if slightly cumbersome,
Stock system. Stannous refers to tin II , so the chemical formula for stannous fluoride is SnF2. There is a
simple set of rules for these acids. Include a Roman numeral to indicate the oxidation number charge on the
metal cation. Molecules are the smallest part of a compound that have the properties of the compound.
Elements may be metals, nonmetals or semimetals. Potassium cyanide is highly toxic, and at one time it was
used as rat poison. Organic molecules molecules made of C and H along with other elements do not follow
this rule. Thus, we can write the name of the compound Al2O3 as aluminum oxide. Positive to positive and
negative to negative ionic bonds do not occur. The charge will be shown in the compound name as a roman
numeral. Let us take the chemical compound Al2O3. Write the symbol and charge of the cation metal first and
the anion nonmetal second. Chemical Nomenclature The primary function of chemical nomenclature is to
ensure that a spoken or written chemical name leaves no ambiguity concerning to what chemical compound
the name refers. The advantage to using the new system is that you have one less system to learn. The
chemical formula therefore is Na CO3 2. For example, carbon monoxide has one carbon atom and one oxygen
atom while carbon dioxide has one carbon atom and two oxygen atoms.


